Let us look at therapeutic physics first. The need for physicists on planning has largely been shifted to dosimetrists. With the AIfueled automatic planning software, the need for physicists will be further reduced or eventually eliminated. Many articles have been published on knowledge-based planning. [3] [4] [5] [6] It is a novel treatment Research has shown that on average, these automatic planning systems can achieve planning target volume (PTV) coverage that is highly comparable with the original plan. The normal tissue sparing is also within acceptable range. 7, 8 The performance of these commercial systems is expected to further improve in the following years, and these systems will gradually replace the manual planning process, at least for those standard plans. It seems inevitably that the need of routine planning by physicists or dosimetrists is diminishing by then. Some clinics have already started planning on letting dosimetrists do the initial chart checksum the automatically generated plans, where the initial chart checks are now routinely performed by physicists.
Initial chart check is a thorough checking process after the plan is approved and finalized. This is the second area that the need of physicists will be reduced. One source of planning problems is contour discrepancy and/or interuser variations. Machine learning is an application of AI. Currently, the machine learning-based autosegmentation systems can reliably contour structures with standard shapes or can be distinguished out from surroundings, such as bladder, rectum, heart, lungs, etc. With the improvement of AI, segmentation applications might be able to contour more challenging structures, such as prostate, spinal canal, etc. There have been many studies on the diagnosis area on automatic tumor segmentation. 9, 10 In the therapeutic area, AI-based systems might later be able to contour PTVs as well. These new technologies will reduce potential variations or inaccuracy of contours and lead to less chart checking problems.
Consequently, the need for physicists will be reduced as well.
Machine QA is the third area that will need less physicist efforts.
There has been research on predicting machine output trends using AI-based algorithms. 11 The proposed data visualization can predict the Linac performance over time and prompt physicists to perform output calibration before the output is drifted away from the tolerance. The routine Linac output checks (daily, monthly or annual) are currently recommended as a standard. Yet, based on our experience, modern linacs are getting so stable that we might not need to routinely perform monthly output calibration. In our clinic, output calibration happens on average once per 6 months. This suggests that , with AI-based predictions, we perhaps no longer need to check machine output on a monthly basis. Similarly, data visualization is also an effective tool to perform data comparisons, alert failures, and potential identify causalities. All these may lead to the reduced frequency of medical physicist interaction.
For diagnostic physicists, the need for medical physicists may also be reducing. One of the major responsibilities is the optimization of the clinical imaging procedures. 12 Some vendors have already automated this process through implementing AI-based solutions.
For instance, IBM Watson is able to review a digital chest x ray and suggest that the patient may have small-cell lung cancer and heart surgery. Watson can then go ahead and search PACS, EMR, and departmental reporting system to bring in related files without any physics interaction. 13 Similar to therapeutic physic situation, the need for physicists' machine QAs might be reduced due to the AIbased predictions of the machine performance. with enough data collected, these Linacs can evolve to having the capability of predicting certain machine behavior, which might lead to a need-based machine QA with lower frequency. Similarly, the need to perform all routine QA items for commissioning will be reduced as well. For example, it is not a trivial job to develop a knowledge-based planning model that is customized to someone's own institution.
Second, as also noted by Dr. Tang, the treatment plans generated by AI have to be extensively checked by a human, either a dosimetrist or a physicist. Last but not the least, it creates a new challenge and task to implement routine QA procedures for these AI technologies.
Currently, most of the research and development effort for AI technologies stems from industries and academic institutions. As AI starts migrating into clinical practice, the associated supporting resource will shift to the hands of clinical physicists.
As for diagnostic imaging, the current clinical physicists are already facing a specialty identity issue. While medical physicists continue making important contributions to the field, their clinical roles have not always been viewed as critical. 15 With AI being uti- 
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